CBS INTERNATIONAL – THE LEADER IN REGIONAL REAL ESTATE MARKET
The prestigious publication Euromoney Awards has once again confirmed the
regional and global quality of CBS International and Cushman & Wakefield
The leading real estate consultancy CBS International, as well as their global partner
Cushman & Wakefield, have won the epithet of the best in real estate market of
Croatia in the overall categories by the most prestigious international awards in real
estate – Euromoney Awards:
-
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Real Estate Advisor Overall;
Valuation Consultant;
Agency Letting / Sales;
Research Consultant;

A reputable international financial publication Euromoney, traditionally for
in a row, organizes a survey in which representatives of top management
corporations, financial institutions and leading companies from more
countries were invited to choose the best consultants, investors and
institutions in local and global real estate markets.
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In the last 5 years, CBS International have won this prestigious award for the best
consultant team for the research and the best expert team for property valuation.
Also, for the third consecutive year, the company CBS International was named the
leader in the real estate market by professional public as well as readers of the
publication Euromoney in Croatia, while for the second consecutive year it was
named the best real estate consultancy in Croatia in all 4 categories.
„This year’s award and acknowledged quality in providing services in all segments
of real estate market bears a special meaning for us because it comes in the year of
the greatest changes that have taken place globally. Given the fact that the award
comes as a result of cooperation and our clients’ and partners’ trust over the years,
it represents a greater motivation for us to be even better in the future. The
synergy of our teams in all four offices in the region, along with their
professionalism, experience and dedication are indisputable values for which we are
recognized as the leaders today. Over 120 employees from our offices in the region
are credited for this year’s success and we are extremely proud of them,” said
Predrag Tutic, Managing Director of CBS International Croatia.

